LAMINATING MACHINES

Rexel CWB406
Comb/Wire Binder
- Fully featured manual comb & wire binder with high punch capacity
- Punches up to 30 sheets
- Binds documents up to 450 sheets using up to 50 mm combs & 140 sheets using up to 14 mm wires
- Punches A4 & A5 paper
- Also closes 21 loop wires
- Includes margin depth adjuster, comb opening stop plus ‘simple click’ for finger tip control of comb opening
- Comes complete with starter kit
2 YEAR WARRANTY

$399 + GST
ITEM # 2101436

Rexel CWB406E
Electric Comb/Wire Binder
- Fully featured electric comb & wire binder at the press of a button
- Punches up to 30 sheets
- Binds documents up to 450 pages using up to 50mm combs & 140 pages using up to 14mm wires
- Punches A4 & A5 paper
- Also closes 21 loop wires
- Includes margin depth adjuster, comb opening stop plus ‘Simple Click’ for finger tip control of comb opening
- Comes complete with starter kit
2 YEAR WARRANTY

$799 + GST
ITEM # 2101792

SPECIAL PRICING !!!

LAMINATING MACHINES

Rexel LP35
A3 Pouch Laminator
- Laminates all sizes to A3
- Super-fast 55 seconds speed of throughput
- Fixed speed variable temperature
- NEW Reverse mechanism to allow for easy document retrieval
- Laminates photos without the need for special pouches
- Laminates pouches up to 2 x 180 (360) micron
2 YEAR WARRANTY

$255 + GST
ITEM # LP35

Rexel H315
A3 Pouch Laminator
- Light weight stylish & compact
- Release lever
- Laminates all sizes to A3
- Super-fast 51 seconds speed of throughput
- Laminates photos without the need for special pouches
2 YEAR WARRANTY

$195 + GST
ITEM # H315

NEW

RENZ® RHD2202
A3 Pouch Laminator
- Heavy Duty
ALL METAL housing
- High speed professional laminator
- 6 rollers
- Variable speed control
- Easy to operate temperature & speed adjustment
- Reverse switch

$950 + GST
ITEM # RHD2202

NEW

RENZ® NB1900N
A2 Pouch Laminator
- World widest laminating width up to 446mm
- LED display
- 4 hot roller system
- Cold laminating function
- 2 cooling fan system

$1,095 + GST
ITEM # NB1900N

NEW

IMAGECARE 320
Desk Top Roll Laminator
- Cost-effective, high performance simple desktop roll laminator
- Ready to laminate in 60 seconds
- Easy roll film installation no tension control required
- Laminates up to 305mm (A3) Wide
- Laminating Film 305mm x 50m Code 296031 $30 + GST per Roll

$795 + GST
ITEM # 296000
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